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Abstract: Static oscillating bounces in Schwarzschild de Sitter spacetime are in-
vestigated. The oscillating bounce with many oscillations gives a super-thick bubble
wall, for which the total vacuum energy increases while the mass of the black hole
decreases due to the conservation of Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) mass. We show
that the transition rate of such an “up-tunneling" consuming the seed black hole is
higher than that of the Hawking-Moss transition. The correspondence of analyses in
the static and global coordinates in the Euclidean de Sitter space is also investigated.
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1 Introduction
Cosmological phase transitions involving supercooling and the formation of bubbles
may have played an important role in the early universe. In the case of extreme
supercooling, the phase transition involves a quantum transition of a scalar field
through a potential barrier from a false vacuum state to a true vacuum state. The
vacuum decay rate is conventionally described in terms of an instanton, or bounce
solution, to the field equations in imaginary time [1–3]. In an interesting recent
twist, primordial black holes [4–9] and horizonless compact objects [10, 11] have
been shown to act as nucleation seeds for true vacuum bubbles, and significantly
enhance the decay rate (see also early work [12–14]). There is however another type
of tunnelling solution – the Hawking-Moss (HM) instanton [15] – that is relevant
for relatively flat potentials, and the aim of this paper is to explore how seeded
nucleation proceeds in this case.
We are interested in situations where gravitational effects on bubble nucleation
are important. This was first investigated by Coleman and de Luccia (CDL) [3],
who looked at bounce solutions to the Einstein-scalar system with O(4) symmetry.
Shortly after their work, in the context of the inflationary universe, Hawking and
Moss noticed that CDL bounce solutions did not exist for very flat potentials, and
instead suggested an O(5) symmetric bounce solution, the HM instanton, was the
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appropriate solution. The nucleation rate obtained this way has since been supported
by quantum cosmology [16] and by stochastic methods [17]. The HM instanton is
static, and consists of a solution purely at the top of the potential barrier. These
features are shared by bounce solutions in thermal systems, and a modern interpreta-
tion of the HM instanton is that it represents a thermal fluctuation within a horizon
volume at the temperature of de Sitter (dS) space [18].
The condition for the existence of CDL instantons can be given explicitly in
terms of the scalar potential V and its second derivative at the top of the potential
barrier [15, 19–23] ∣∣∣∣d2Vdφ2
∣∣∣∣ > 4( 8piV3M2Pl
)
(1.1)
where MPl ≡ 1/
√
G is the Planck mass. This condition is relaxed when the fourth
derivative d4V/dφ4 is subdominant [24]∗. Furthermore, close to this bound there
are typically multiple solutions of an oscillatory type which oscillate back and forth
between either side of the potential barrier [19, 28–30]. Like the HM instanton, these
may be regarded as thermal excitations, however, it has been suggested that the
oscillatory solutions have more than one negative mode and because of this cannot
represent true vacuum decay [30].
Seeded vacuum decay by a primordial black hole [5–7] is another case which has
a close resemblance to thermally assisted quantum tunnelling, however this time at
the Hawking black hole temperature. In fact, the tunnelling rate can be expressed
thermodynamically using Boltzmann’s formula [4, 31],
Γ = Ae∆S , (1.2)
where A is the pre-factor and ∆S is the change in black hole (BH) entropy due to the
loss of mass during the tunnelling event. (The entropy can go down in a fluctuation,
which is why this is an unlikely event). The BHs break some of the symmetry, so that
the bounce solutions have O(3) symmetry. However, the bounces that dominate the
decay rate are also imaginary-time translation invariant, as we would expect from
the thermal context. These bounces were investigated primarily in the context of
Higgs decay in an asymptotically flat universe, however, here we examine the more
general question of when seeded bounce solutions exist, and present new results on
seeded HM tunnelling. We are therefore looking at the early universe in situations
where the potential barrier is close to the limit in Eq. (1.1)†.
∗In addition, non-minimal Higgs-gravity interaction may lead to an ambiguity in the definition
of potential curvature V ′′(φtop) [25–27], which might change the CDL bound (1.1).
†A local symmetry restoration due to the Hawking radiation, that exhibits an up transition
around a BH, was discussed in [32–34] where thermal backreaction to the effective potential assists
the up transition. On the other hand, in this manuscript, we are interested in a global up tunneling
inside the cosmological horizon, such as the HM transition, without strong thermal backreaction to
effective potential.
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In this manuscript, we investigate oscillating bounces in the Schwarzschild de Sit-
ter (SdS) background using static coordinates. The organization of this manuscript
is as follows: Before embarking on the analysis in the static SdS background, in Sec.
2 we first investigate analytically the oscillating bounce solutions, both for a dS back-
ground as well as close to the Nariai limit [35, 36], using the static SdS co-ordinates.
This contrasts to the conventional analysis, such as in [19], that are performed in
global dS coordinates. We carefully show that the analysis in both static and global
dS patches lead to the same eigenvalue restrictions on V ′′(φtop)/(M2PlV ) (where a
prime denotes the derivative with respect to φ) for a probe solution, as well as the
same functional form for the scalar perturbation. This is a highly nontrivial re-
sult, as the analytic continuation of the global and static patches does not coincide,
and of course the coverage of the static patch in the Lorentzian section is not the
full dS spacetime. Sec. 3 presents the oscillating bounce solutions in a general SdS
background, obtained by solving the (non-linear) Einstein-scalar field equations with
time-translation and spherical symmetry. Then we constrain the parameter region
of the mass of a seed BH and V ′′(φtop)/(M2PlV ) in which the oscillating bounces
exist. In Sec. 4 we discuss the HM bounce around a BH, that conserves the total
energy inside the cosmological horizon, and compare its bounce configuration and
Euclidean action with those of the oscillating bounce with many oscillations. Then
we conclude that the higher-mode oscillating bounces may be regarded as the inter-
mediate bounces between the fundamental bounce (no turning point for φ) and the
HM bounce around a BH. We conclude in the final section.
2 Oscillating Bounce in Static Patch: dS and Nariai Limits
The O(4) symmetric oscillating bounce solutions were analysed close to the critical
limit of (1.1) by Hackworth and Weinberg [19]. The argument runs as follows: Any
bounce solution interpolating between vacua must pass over the top of the potential,
therefore, in the limit of a very thick wall we can regard the bounce as a perturbation
of the solution that sits on the top of the potential (φ = φtop) and linearize the
equations of motion around this exact dS solution. To leading order, we have the
equation for the scalar field φ = φtop + δφ:
2δφ ≈ V ′′(φtop)δφ, (2.1)
with the geometry corrected at order O(δφ2). They analysed this scalar equation
in the dS background, discovering that it yielded an eigenvalue equation for β =
3V ′′(φtop)/(8piGVtop), hence a lower bound on β for the oscillating bounce solutions,
where Vtop ≡ V (φtop). This eigenvalue equation represents solutions for δφ that
remain fully within the perturbative régime, however, does not mean there are no
solutions for other values of β, only that these will enter the régime in which the
nonlinear corrections to V ′′(φ) become important, as described below.
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We will now present an analogous calculation for the seeded decay, however note
that a BH in dS space, described by the SdS solution, is written in ‘static’ coordinates,
i.e. there is no time-dependence in the metric. The analysis of [19] however (and
indeed the original CDL bounce) is performed in global – time dependent – dS
coordinates. We must therefore first demonstrate that the unstable dS solution
presents the same eigenvalue restrictions on β, although the eigenfunction solutions
for δφ may be different in this patch, due to the different analytic continuation.
We should emphasise that this is a highly nontrivial requirement, as the analytic
continuation for the O(4) instanton in the global patch is different to the analytic
continuation for the static patch.
Lorentzian de Sitter spacetime can be represented as a hyperboloid embedding
within a 5D Minkowski spacetime. For future discussion, we note the transformation
between the static and global dS coordinates, denoted by (t, r, θ, ϕ) and (T, y, θ, ϕ),
respectively, via the hyperboloid embedding:
sin y sinh(HT ) =X0 =
√
1−H2r2 sinh(Ht),
cos y =X1 =
√
1−H2r2 cosh(Ht),
cosh(HT ) sin y cos θ =X2 = r cos θ,
cosh(HT ) sin y sin θ sinϕ =X3 = r sin θ sinϕ,
cosh(HT ) sin y sin θ cosϕ =X4 = r sin θ cosϕ,
(2.2)
Note that for the static coordinates, X1 ≥ 0, and X0 ≤ X1. The static patch is
therefore seen to be a strip of the hyperboloid, covering less than half of the global
spacetime. The analytic continuation of the global patch as written here (which is
for the convenience of the CDL instanton), T → iTE, while sending X0 → X0E, is
a rotation in the X0,2−4 coordinates, whereas the analytic continuation of the static
patch, t→ iτ , corresponds to a continuation in the {X0, X1} plane.
2.1 Thermalons in de Sitter space
The Wick rotated static Euclidean dS solution, t → iτ in (2.2), corresponding to
φ = φtop is
ds2 = (1−H2r2)dτ 2 + dr
2
(1−H2r2) + r
2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2
)
, (2.3)
where
H2 =
8piGVtop
3
. (2.4)
We now analyse the leading order deviation from this background solution by taking
a small perturbation for the scalar field, φ = φtop + δφ, and expanding the potential
around its maximum:
V (φ) ≈ Vtop − βH
2
2
δφ2 . (2.5)
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The perturbation equation for δφ (assuming no angular dependence) is then
(1−H2r2)δφ′′ + 2(1− 2H2r2)δφ
′
r
+
δφ¨
(1−H2r2) + βH
2δφ = 0, (2.6)
where a dot denotes the derivative with respect to the Euclidean time τ . As a first
step (and mirroring the analysis in [19]) look for a static solution writing x = Hr‡
and δφ = φˆ(x)/x. The equation for φˆ then has the very familiar form of a Legendre
equation
(1− x2)φˆ′′ − 2xφˆ′ + (2 + β)φˆ = 0, (2.7)
with solution φˆ = Pν(x), where
β = (ν − 1)(ν + 2). (2.8)
To guarantee the regularity of solutions of (2.7), we impose the boundary conditions:
δφ′ = 0 at r = 0, and 2Hδφ′ = βH2δφ at r = H−1, or
lim
x→0
(
φˆ(x)
x
)′
= 0, φˆ′(1) =
2 + β
2
φˆ(1). (2.9)
The second boundary condition is automatically satisfied when ν is an integer, since
P ′ν(1) =
1
2
ν(ν+1)Pν(1). However, the first boundary condition requires that ν be an
odd integer. Note that for ν = 1, P1(x) = x, which simply corresponds to a constant
δφ and β = 0. This is just the statement that if the potential is flat, there is a zero
mode, so we will ignore this case. Therefore, the first non-trivial bounce solution
with the lowest eigenvalue is obtained for ν = 3 (β = 10).
Now let us consider what happens when ν is not an integer. The solution for δφ
which satisfies the boundary conditions at x = 0 is the hypergeometric function
δφ = δφS ≡ 2F1(1
2
− 1
2
ν, 1 +
1
2
ν,
3
2
, x2). (2.10)
This solution diverges at the horizon as x → 1, but in the full non-linear system
this simply implies that the solution leaves the small region around the top of the
potential where the linearisation is valid. In the the language of Ref. [21], the solution
undershoots when 3 < ν < 4, in other words the solution has a single turning point in
the region x < 1 when 3 < ν < 4 (see FIG. 2 in [21]). In Ref. [21], they argued that
an undershoot implies that there exists a solution to the full non-linear equations.
Therefore, there is at least one CDL instanton when∣∣∣∣d2Vdφ2
∣∣∣∣
φ=φtop
> 10
(
8piVtop
3M2Pl
)
. (2.11)
‡Note, x ∈ [0, 1], as opposed to the usual range [−1, 1].
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For larger values of ν, the solution oscillates in a similar way as the integer ν solutions
before leaving the region where the linearised solution is valid.
Now let us compare the static patch static solution to the analysis of [19] in
global coordinates, where they obtain the solution
δφ = δφG ≡ C3/2N (cos y), (2.12)
where y is the “radial” coordinate of the global dS four-sphere scaled by the dS
curvature scaleH, and is actually more correctly interpreted as an angular coordinate
(see (2.2)). CN is a Gegenbauer polynomial, with β = N(N + 3) for integer N .
Superficially this looks as if it gives the same results as ours, but in [19] the integer
N corresponds to the number of oscillations of the solution around the top of the
potential, so even N corresponds to an oscillation from true (or false) vacuum back
to true (false) vacuum, and odd N gives the phase transition of false to true (or
v.v.). Comparing the eigenvalues N = ν − 1, hence odd ν corresponds to even N
– i.e. no phase transition! It would seem therefore on a cursory inspection that the
static patch is problematic, and not giving equivalent results; indeed, taking the
lowest allowed ν−value ν = 3 would indicate a lower bound on β of β & 10, or
|V ′′(φtop)| & 10H2 as opposed to 4H2.
The resolution of this problem is readily found by returning to the original work
in the thin wall limit [4], where it was noted that the CDL instanton in the static
patch is time dependent. Reinstating the time dependence in (2.6), we note that
the periodicity of τ , τ ∼ τ + 2pi/H, implies that δφ must take the form δφ =
eiµHτ φˆ(x)/x, where µ is an integer. Substituting this into (2.6), one obtains the
associated Legendre equation:
(1− x2)φˆ′′ − 2xφˆ′ +
(
2 + β − µ
2
1− x2
)
φˆ = 0 (2.13)
with the same eigenvalues β = (ν − 1)(ν + 2), and solution
δφ = P µν (x)e
iµHτ . (2.14)
The presence of the time dependence modifies the boundary condition for φˆ, that
now has to vanish at x = 1 as well as at x = 0; this is a crucially different boundary
condition from (2.9). The former requirement is satisfied for nonzero µ, and the
latter for µ + ν an odd integer. In particular, we may now include even values of
ν, the lowest of which yields the required bound β & 4 or |V ′′(φtop)| & 4H2, that is
now fully consistent with [19].
It is interesting to compare these static patch Euclidean solutions to the global
patch Euclidean solutions in [19]. As we noted, in the Lorentzian dS space, the
static patch covers only the inside of the cosmological horizon, and less than half
of the dS hyperboloid (2.2). Further, the analytic continuation of the global patch
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is a rotation affecting the embedded time and 2, 3, 4-coordinates, whereas the static
patch continuation is a combination of the embedding time and the remaining spatial
coordinate. Performing this transformation, T → iTE, X0 → X0E, and t → iτ , on
each side of (2.2),
sin y sin(HTE) =X
0
E =
√
1−H2r2 sin(Hτ),
cos y =X1 =
√
1−H2r2 cos(Hτ),
cos(HTE) sin y cos θ =X
2 = r cos θ,
cos(HTE) sin y sin θ sinφ =X
3 = r sin θ sinϕ,
cos(HTE) sin y sin θ cosφ =X
4 = r sin θ cosϕ,
(2.15)
we now see that something interesting has happened. In the static patch, we typically
choose the periodicity of Euclidean time to render the space regular, i.e. τ ∼ τ+2pi/H
as used above. But now this recovers the full range of the Euclidean X1 coordinate,
X1 ∈ [−1, 1], whereas in the Lorentzian section, X1 ≥ 0. This recovery means that
in fact both the ‘global’ and the ‘static’ Euclidean continuation of dS cover the full
space, and have the same, S4, topology! This is a somewhat surprising result since
the Lorentzian coordinate patches are very different, as is the analytic continuation.
Using (2.15), the coordinate transformation from the static patch to global one is
obtained as
sin(HTE) =
√
1−H2r2 sinHτ√
cos2Hτ +H2r2 sin2Hτ
, cos y =
√
1−H2r2 cosHτ. (2.16)
Now that we see that the two different coordinate descriptions are just alter-
native ways of representing the same manifold, we expect that the scalar solutions
presented in [19] in terms of Gegenbauer polynomials will be expressible in terms
of the Legendre functions we have obtained in the static patch by the completeness
properties of spherical harmonics on the sphere. Explicitly, the eigenfunctions of [19]
are δφ = δφG ≡ C3/2N (cos y), (where the CN are the Gegenbauer polynomials), and,
writing x = Hr and τ˜ = Hτ , our static patch eigenfunctions are
δφ = δφS ≡
ν−1∑
l=[ ν2 ]
Alν
P 2l−ν+1ν (x)
x
cos ((2l − ν + 1)τ˜) (2.17)
where the square brackets in the lower limit stand for integer part, and Alν is an
constant. To give a few examples, let us compare the lowest two eigenfunctions:
ν = 2 ; β = 4
{
δφG = C
3/2
1 (cos y) = 3 cos y
δφS = A
1
2 cos τ˜P
1
2 (x)/x = −3A12
√
1− x2 cos τ˜ , (2.18)
ν = 3 ; β = 10

δφG = C
3/2
2 (cos y) = 3(5 cos
2 y − 1)/2
δφS = A
1
3P
0
3 (x)/x+ A
2
3 cos(2τ˜)P
2
3 (x)/x
= −A13(3− 5x2)/2 + 15A23(1− x2) cos(2τ˜).
(2.19)
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τ1 -H2 r2
Figure 1. The lowest lying eigenfunction (β = 4), shown both as a projection onto the
plane, and also with the hemispherical geometry of the τ − r (τ˜ − x) section that makes a
stronger link to the global analytic continuation (although here the radius of the suppressed
S2 is actually zero on the equator!)
Using (2.16), we see immediately that δφG = δφS for A12 = −1, in (2.18), correspond-
ing to the solution
δφ ∝
√
1− x2eiτ˜ , (2.20)
depicted in FIG. 1. Setting A13 = −6A23 = −3/2 in (2.19), one obtains δφS =
3(5 cos2 y − 1)/2 for β = 10, and both δφS and δφG give an oscillating bounce with
false→true→false (or v.v.) as is shown in FIG. 2. Thus, the analysis in the static
and global patches are explicitly consistent, at least at the level of the eigenvalue
analysis of the perturbation of the scalar field. It would be interesting to consider
what might happen beyond the linear level, as the thin wall CDL instanton has
a different periodicity of Euclidean time, and a conical deficit at the cosmological
horizon.
Figure 2. The first harmonic eigenfunction (β = 10). On the left and in the middle are
the two eigenfunctions, P 03 (x)/x and P 23 (x)cos(2τ˜). On the right is the combination of the
two eigenfunctions that represents the transformed Gegenbauer solution from [19].
Finally, we briefly mention the physical interpretations for δφS and δφG. Ac-
cording to the arguments in [18, 37–39], a static solution in the static patch may
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be regarded as a thermal transition (thermalon), although the solution in the global
patch that is no longer “static” has the interpretation of a quantum tunneling event.
Based on this discussion, we would argue that the static patch δφS may describe a
thermal transition inside the cosmological horizon. (Extension to SdS space is pro-
vided in Sec. 3.) In addition, a thermal system is an ensemble state of energy and
a thermalon would be suppressed by the Boltzmann factor e−∆F/T , where ∆F is the
change of free energy and T is a temperature. In our situation, the internal energy
vanishes due to the Hamiltonian constraint and ∆F = −T∆S, which leads to the
entropic Boltzmann factor (1.2). This picture is based on an excitation transition
and a metastability of initial state, that is guaranteed by the existence of one and
only one negative mode, may be not necessary. Indeed, it was shown that a bounce
solution with N oscillations has N negative modes in dS background [28, 40]. We
do not have any conclusive argument regarding the role of the negative modes in
thermal transition and it is an interesting open question.
2.2 Thermalons near the Nariai limit
Having verified that the static patch analysis in Euclidean dS, which may be viewed
as the M → 0 limit of SdS, gives equivalent results to the global O(4) analysis, we
now present another limit in which we can analytically explore bounce solutions:
the Nariai limit [35, 36]. The SdS spacetime has two horizons: the BH and the
cosmological event horizons, whose radii are denoted by rh and rc respectively, that
translate into two bolts at each end of the Euclidean section. As the mass of the BH
is increased, these two horizons move towards each other, until at GMH = 1/
√
27,
the horizons merge at rh = rc = 1/
√
3H. This is the Nariai limit. Near this limit,
the τ − r metric functions can be approximated by quadratic functions, allowing
once again a simple perturbation equation for the scalar field with analytic solutions
for some eigenvalues. This time however, we do not expect to have time dependent
solutions for our scalar field, as the preferred instantons for large BHs are static (at
least in the thin wall case) [4].
First, we write down the metric near the Nariai limit:
ds2 = 3H2(r2 − r¯2)dτ 2 +
dr¯2
3H2(r2 − r¯2)
+R2dΩ2, (2.21)
where r ≡ (rc − rh)/2, R ≡ (
√
3H)−1, and r¯ ≡ r − R. Changing the scale of
coordinates as before, x = r¯/ and τ˜ = Hτ , we finally obtain
ds2 = 3r2 (1− x2)dτ˜ 2 +
dx2
3H2(1− x2) +R
2dΩ2, (2.22)
for which the equation of motion of a massless scalar field is
(1− x2)δφ′′ − 2xδφ′ + β
3
δφ ≈ 0. (2.23)
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Thus, once again, the perturbation equation for the scalar reduces to a Legendre
equation, although this time without any transformation on δφ. Note also that now
the equation is valid in the range x ∈ [−1, 1], as the range of the r¯ coordinate is
[−, ]. The solution is
δφ = Pν(x), (2.24)
where β = 3ν(ν + 1), and the boundary condition at each horizon is simply that
δφ′(±1) = ±β
6
δφ(±1) = ±ν(ν + 1)
2
δφ(±1), (2.25)
which are satisfied for all ν. The lowest eigenfunction with ν = 1, corresponds to
a solution interpolating between T → F from the black hole to the cosmological
horizon. This solution has β = 6, and we label it as a fundamental mode, or k = 1.
Let us now consider what happens to this fundamental mode as we move away
from the Nariai limit. Naturally, the analytic approximation above becomes less
valid, as the cubic nature of the Newtonian potential comes into play. Qualitatively
however, we expect that there will still exist a fundamental solution interpolating
from ‘T ’ at rh to ‘F ’ near rc. As we gradually switch off the mass, what remains will
be a solution interpolating from ‘T ’ at r = 0 to ‘F ’ at rc = 1/H; this however is none
other than the solution P 03 (x)/x illustrated on the left in FIG. 2. In other words, our
fundamental mode has continued to the first harmonic in the static patch, moreover,
the value of β has increased from βN = 6 to βdS = 10. We will therefore be looking
for confirmation of this drift of β with M in the full numerical calculation.
3 Oscillating bounce in general SdS space
In this section, we will numerically investigate oscillating bounce solutions in the
general SdS background. We solve the full Einstein-scalar equations, thus taking
account of the gravitational backreaction of the bounce on the background spacetime.
We will show that the mass of a seed BH, M+, and the curvature of the potential
at the top of the barrier, β, determine the maximum number of possible oscillations
of the bounce. An oscillating bounce with a large number of oscillations has a
super-thick bubble wall, which can be regarded as an up tunneling, such as the HM
transition, around a BH. An interpretation of the oscillating bounce around a BH
will be discussed in the next section in more detail.
3.1 Methodology
For simplicity, we use the following effective potential throughout the manuscript
V (φ) = βH2
(
−1
2
φ2 − g
3v
φ3 +
1
4v2
φ4
)
+ Vtop, (3.1)
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where H2 = (8piG/3)Vtop and β = |V ′′(φtop)|/H2. The potential is constructed so
that it’s local maximum, Vtop is at φ = 0 and the true and false vacuum states
are at φ = φT ≡ v2(g +
√
4 + g2) and φ = φF ≡ −v2(
√
4 + g2 − g), respectively.
We take Vtop = 10−4M4Pl, β ≤ 250, g = 1/
√
8, and v = 0.01MPl throughout the
manuscript (FIG. 3). We consider a phase transition from a uniform configuration of
������
-0.015 -0.010 -0.005 0.000 0.005 0.010 0.0150.00007
0.00008
0.00009
0.00010
0.00011
0.00012
ϕ/MPl
V/M P
l4
Figure 3. Plot of the effective potential V (φ) with Vtop = 10−4M4Pl, β = 250, g = 1/
√
8,
and v = 0.01MPl. Red points show the false vacuum, true vacuum, and the top of barrier.
the scalar field φ = φF with a seed BH of massM+ to a spherical and inhomogeneous
configuration. In the background of a BH, O(4) symmetry is broken to O(3)×U(1),
and in the following we investigate oscillating bounces preserving this symmetry.
To construct a static bounce around a BH, we assume a spherically symmetric
geometry whose generic (Euclidean) metric has the form of
ds2 = f(r)e2δ(r)dτ 2 +
dr2
f(r)
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2), (3.2)
where the metric function f(r) is defined as
f = 1− 2Gµ(r)
r
. (3.3)
We have to numerically solve the Einstein and scalar equations simultaneously in
order to determine the functions µ(r), δ(r) and φ(r):
fφ′′ + f ′φ′ +
2
r
fφ′ + δ′fφ′ − Vφ = 0, (3.4)
µ′ = 4pir2
(
1
2
fφ′2 + V
)
, (3.5)
δ′ = 4piGrφ′2, (3.6)
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where a prime denotes the derivative with respective to r. Note that we can eliminate
δ′ from (3.4) using (3.6), meaning that we solve first for φ and µ, then recover δ from
(3.6). In the following calculation we use the tortoise coordinate r∗ instead of r since
the behavior of the scalar field near a horizon is clearer in this coordinate:
dr∗ ≡ dr
f(r)
. (3.7)
Using the tortoise coordinate, (3.4) and (3.5) reduce to
d2φ
dr∗2
+ f(r)
2
r
dφ
dr∗
+ 4piGf−1(r)r
(
dφ
dr∗
)3
− f(r)Vφ = 0, (3.8)
dµ
dr∗
= 4pir2
(
1
2
(
dφ
dr∗
)2
+ f(r)V
)
. (3.9)
In order for the third term in (3.8) to be regular at the BH horizon and at the
cosmological horizon (r∗ → ±∞), we have to impose boundary conditions:
dφ
dr∗
→ 0 for r∗ → ±∞. (3.10)
We additionally impose
lim
r∗→−∞
µ(r∗) = µ−, (3.11)
lim
r∗→∞
φ(r∗) = φF , (3.12)
where µ− is a constant to be determined freely. Note that µ− is not the “mass” of the
remnant BH per se, as it includes the contribution from the cosmological constant to
the potential f . The metric function in the vicinity of the horizon is matched with
that of the SdS metric using the boundary condition (3.10), which leads to
f(rh) = 1− 2GM−
rh
− 8piG
3
V (φh)r
2
h = 1−
2Gµ−
rh
for r∗ → −∞, (3.13)
−→ µ− = M− + 4pi
3
r3hV (φh), (3.14)
where rh denotes the radius of the remnant BH horizon and φh ≡ lim
r∗→−∞
φ.
On the other hand, one can obtain the total ‘mass’ function inside the cosmo-
logical horizon as
µ+ ≡ lim
r∗→∞
µ(r∗). (3.15)
As before, this is a combination of black hole and cosmological constant terms:
µ+ = M+ +
4pi
3
r3cV (φF ). (3.16)
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Figure 4. Bounce solutions for k = 1, 3, 5, and 7 with β = 250 and (G3Vtop)1/2µ− = 0.04.
Red and Blue points denote the BH and cosmological horizons, respectively.
For our solutions, we require that µ+ is the same before and after the phase transition,
giving a one-to-one correspondence between M− and M+ for a given number of
oscillations k.
Using a shooting method, we numerically calculated the bounce solutions, finding
Figure 5. Plot of βk=1,3,5,7 above which there exist the oscillating bounces with k oscilla-
tions. Solid and dashed gray lines show the values of βk analytically obtained in the Nariai
and dS limits, respectively. Both are well consistent with the numerical results.
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oscillating solutions in which φ crosses the top of the potential barrier k-times (k ≥ 1)
(FIG. 4). Tuning the value of φh, we can obtain solutions with k = 1, 3, 5, and 7
in the case of β = |V ′′(φtop)|/H2 = 250. It is interesting to consider the reason why
φ can have such an oscillatory behavior. To construct a bounce solution, we have
to solve the field equation (3.8), which can be thought of as classical motion of a
particle in the inverted potential via the usual Coleman interpretation. The field
φ starts to roll down from φ ' φT at r = rh aiming for φ = φF . If the field does
not have “enough energy” to reach φF in the intermediate region (rh < r < rc) it
will oscillate, however, as the cosmological horizon is approached, the potential slope
becomes very shallow due to f(r)→ 0 in the vicinity of r ' rc, thus allowing φ→ φF
in the vicinity of the cosmological horizon r∗ → +∞.
3.2 Results
We show the dependence of the maximum number of k on β and µ− in FIG. 5.
When the curvature at the top of the potential, β, is much smaller than unity, the
only allowed solution is the HM bounce, and oscillating and monotone bounces are
not allowed. The oscillating bounce with k-times crossing is allowed for β ≥ βk as
is shown in FIG. 5. The HM bounce always allowed in principle, but the bounce
solutions with k = 1, 3, 5... are limited by β ≥ βk. The numerically obtained βk is
pleasingly consistent with the analytically obtained lower bounds βk ≥ 2k(2k + 3)
(gray dashed lines in FIG. 5) and βk ≥ 3k(k + 1) (gray solid lines in FIG. 5) in the
dS limit and Nariai limit, respectively. We also compared the analytic solutions ob-
tained by the background geometries, (2.10) and (2.24), and the numerical solutions.
Then we confirmed that numerical solutions are in good agreement with the analytic
solutions expressed by the Legendre equation (see FIG. 6 and FIG. 7 for the dS and
Nariai limit, respectively). We should note that we relaxed the boundary condition
(3.12) in the numerical results shown in FIG. 6 and 7.
We also investigate the change of BH mass before and after the phase transition
for k = 1, 3, 5, and 7 (FIG. 8). Since the oscillating bounce with a higher value of
k gives a thicker bubble wall, a larger amount of BH mass is consumed to balance
the increment of the total vacuum energy inside the cosmological horizon. However,
there is not enough “room” to oscillate and to excite the vacuum energy in the Nariai
limit, and so the change of the BH mass is suppressed in the limit.
4 Hawking-Moss and Oscillating bounces around a BH
The most important similarity between the oscillating bounce and HM bounce is the
up-tunneling of matter fields since the oscillating bounce with a large k has a very
thick bubble wall dominated by the energy density at the top of the barrier (see FIG.
9). The main difference is that the pure HM instanton represents a jump in the global
geometry due to the transition to the top of the potential, which in turn results in a
– 14 –
Figure 6. Comparison between the numerically obtined oscillating bounce solutions (black
dashed) and analytic solutions in the dS limit (red solid).
Figure 7. Comparison between the numerically obtined oscillating bounce solutions (black
dashed) and analytic solutions in the Nariai limit (red solid).
different cosmological horizon area. Once there is a BH however, it is now possible
for the HM bounce to have the same cosmological horizon geometry. In this section,
we show that the transition rate of oscillating bounces is in good agreement with
that of this type of HM bounce around a BH. In Sec. 4.1 we discuss the HM bounce
around a BH with fixed horizon geometry (hereafter referred to as the fixed black
hole Hawking-Moss (BHHM) bounce) and then we compare the oscillating bounce
– 15 –
Figure 8. Plot of the mass change ∆M = M− −M+ with β = 250 due to the phase
transition. Gray dashed lines show M−/M+ = 0, 0.8, 0.95, and 1.01. The Nariai limit is at
M+ ' 6.7MPl in our setup.
and BHHM bounce in Sec. 4.2.
Figure 9. The vacuum energy density profiles (color shows the value of V (φ(r))/Vtop) of
the oscillating bounce (k = 7), BHHM bounce, and the initial state. Dashed lines denote
the BH and cosmological horizons. We set β = 250 and µ−(G3Vtop)1/2 = 0.02.
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4.1 HM bounce in the presence of a BH
The HM bounce is a thermal transition of homogeneous dS space. Since a thermal
state is an ensemble state of energy, up-tunneling is possible and its transition rate is
suppressed by the Boltzmann factor. The HM bounce is very similar to this thermal
transition and its decay rate can be also approximated by the Boltzmann factor
Γ ∼ e−3/(8G2Vmin)+3/(8G2Vtop) ' e−∆Mv/Tds , (4.1)
where Vmin and Vtop denote the vacuum energy densities at a local minimum and
top of potential, respectively, ∆Mv ≈ (4pi/3)(Vtop−Vmin)/H3 is notionally the mass-
energy inside the cosmological horizon, and Tds ≈ H/2pi is the mean de Sitter tem-
perature (assuming Vmin ' Vtop).
Eq. (4.1) means that the HM transition is suppressed by the increment of the
total mass of vacuum energy, and this feature is very important when extending it
to up-tunneling with a BH. This increment consists of both the BH and vacuum
energy, and so the up-tunneling rate should be suppressed by the increment of the
total mass of both the BH and vacuum energy. If so, the up-tunneling rate may
be enhanced when the decrement of the BH mass almost cancels out the increment
of the vacuum energy. Recall, the fixed BHHM transition has an up-tunneling of
vacuum energy while the total energy inside the cosmological horizon is conserved,
i.e. the cosmological radii before and after the BHHM transition match:
1− 2GM+
rc
− 8piGVmin
3
r2c = 0, (4.2)
1− 2GM−
rc
− 8piGVtop
3
r2c = 0. (4.3)
Then one can obtain the following relations
M+ +
4pi
3
r3cVmin = M− +
4pi
3
r3cVtop, (4.4)
∆Mbh ≡M− −M+ = 4pi
3
r3c (Vtop − Vmin) ≡ −∆Mv, (4.5)
where rc is the cosmological radius. Hence the mass of a remnant BH is uniquely
determined given the values of Vtop, Vmin, and M+. One can also read that the total
mass is conserved from (4.5).
The decay rate of the BHHM bounce is obtained from the difference of the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy between the initial and final SdS vacua [4, 31]. The
radii of the BH and cosmological horizons before and after the transition are given
by
rh± =
2√
3H±
cos
(
pi + cos−1(3
√
3GM±H±)
3
)
, (4.6)
rc± =
2√
3H±
cos
(
pi − cos−1(3√3GM±H±)
3
)
, (4.7)
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respectively, where the suffix of + (−) denotes the quantities before (after) the BHHM
transition and rc+ = rc− is satisfied. When GM±H±  1, one can expand (4.6) as
rh± ' 2GM± + 8GM±(GM±H±)2, (4.8)
and the difference between the BH horizon area before and after the BHHM transi-
tion, ∆A, is approximately given by
∆A = 4pi(r2h− − r2h+) ' 16piG2(M2− −M2+), (4.9)
and the change of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is
∆S =
∆A
4G
' 4piG(M2− −M2+) =
∆Mbh
Tav
= −∆Mv
Tav
, (4.10)
where Tav ≡ 1/(8piGMav), Mav ≡ (M+ + M−)/2, and we used (4.5) in the last
equality. Finally, we obtain the decay rate of the BHHM bounce as
Γ ∼ e∆S ' e∆Mbh/Tav = e−∆Mv/Tav for GM±H±  1. (4.11)
Note that the BHHM transition consumes some of the mass of seed BH, therefore
there is a threshold of seed mass below which there is no BHHM instanton. This
is precisely analogous to the critical seed mass in CDL black hole seeded decay [4],
which is the lowest possible black hole seed that has a static decay instanton.
The lowest seed mass (hereafter referred to as the critical mass), below which the
seed BH cannot catalyze the HM transition, can be obtained as follows. Expanding
(4.7) with respect to GM±H±, one obtains
rc± ' 1
H±
(1−GM±H±), (4.12)
and requiring the energy conservation, i.e., rc+ = rc−, one can obtain the following
relation
1
H+
(
1−GM+H+ +O((GM+H+)2)
)
=
1
H−
(
1−GM−H− +O((GM−H−)2)
)
.
(4.13)
Then the positivity of the remnant mass (M− ≥ 0) gives the critical mass of M+
M+ ≥ 1
GH+
− 1
GH−
≡Mc for GM±H±  1. (4.14)
At the critical mass M+ = Mc, the exponent of the decay rate is simply given by the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the seed BH Γ ∼ e−A/4G, where A is the horizon area
of the seed BH. In the next subsection, we come back to the oscillating bounce and we
show some supporting evidences that the oscillating bounce with many oscillations
corresponds to the BHHM bounce.
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4.2 Comparison between the oscillating bounce and BHHM bounce
Let us calculate the vacuum decay rate of the oscillating bounce and compare it with
that of the fixed BHHM bounce. Since the oscillating bounce is a static solution,
its on-shell Euclidean action is minus the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. Therefore,
the exponent of the transition rate is given by the entropy change before and after
the phase transition ∆S. We numerically calculate ∆S for the oscillating bounce
of k = 7. We find out that the vacuum decay rate for the oscillating bounce is in
good agreement with that of the BHHM bounce (FIG. 10), and in the low mass limit
(GM+H+  1) it is consistent with the Boltzmann factor e∆Mbh/Tav . It is also found
out that the decay rate of the HM bounce with a BH is highest at the critical mass,
for which ∆S = −A(Mc)/4G. Therefore, one can conclude that a smaller seed BH,
but larger than the critical mass given in (4.14), more strongly enhances the HM
transition rate, and oscillating bounces with many oscillations is almost identical to
the BHHM bounce from the point of view of the vacuum energy density profile (FIG.
9) and of the decay rate (see a red and gray lines in FIG. 10).
Figure 10. Plot of the entropy change for the oscillating bounce with k = 7 (grey),
BHHM bounce (red) and HM bounce (black dashed), and ∆Mbh/Tav (blue). The critical
point (M+ = Mc ' 0.59MPl) is marked with the green cross and the Nariai limit is at
M+ ' 6.7MPl in our setup. We set β = 250.
5 Conclusion
We investigated the oscillating bounce solutions in the SdS background by using the
static patch. We first considered the linearlized equation of motion of the scalar field
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around the top of the potential and demonstrated that the oscillating bounces in
the dS background in both the global and static patches have the same eigenvalue
restrictions on β. This is highly non-trivial since the Wick rotation in the global
patch essentially differs from that in the static one. We also analytically obtained the
oscillating bounce in the Nariai limit. To extend the bounce solutions to the general
SdS case and to take into account the backreaction on spacetime and the non-linear
terms in the equation of motion of φ, we numerically solved the Einstein equation and
the equation of motion in the spherical and static case. Then we found out that the
minimum value of β allowing the existence of oscillating bounce with k oscillations at
the top of barrier, βk, is restricted in the range 3k(k + 1) . βk . 2k(2k + 3), where
the lower and upper bounds on βk are associated with the Nariai and dS limits,
respectively. We also checked the analytic bounce solutions in the dS and Nariai
limit are consistent with the numerical solutions.
Since the oscillating bounce with many oscillations has its thick wall, it is natural
to expect that such an oscillating bounce may be regarded as an intermediate bounce
between the BHHM and static monotone (k = 1) bounces around a BH. To check this,
we estimated the action for the BHHM bounce and found out that it is consistent with
the action of an oscillating bounce with many oscillations (comparison with k = 7 is
shown in FIG. 10). Remarkably, the BHHM transition rate is much higher than the
HM transition rate without BH (black dashed line in FIG. 10). Note that the BH
mass should be smaller than the Nariai mass and larger than the critical mass given
in (4.14). Therefore, we can conclude that a BH in the range of 1/G(H−1+ −H−1− ) <
M+ < (
√
27GH−)−1 would catalyze the HM transition, and this effect is significant
for small BHs close to the critical limit M+ &Mc.
The fact that there is a critical mass, below which the fixed BHHM instantons do
not exist is reminiscent of the situation with BH bounces [4], where there is critical
mass below which static BH bounce solutions do not exist. In that case, the mass
gap was completed by having CDL-type instantons with no remnant mass. We plan
to explore a wider class of instantons beyond the fixed BHHM instantons considered
here in the context of the oscillating bounce solutions.
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